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Drew's vocals ability combines a masterful mix of today's Pop and the heart and soul of R&B. He style

has been compared to that of Justin Timberlake of (N-Sync). You will experience quality production,

exciting lyrics, and amazing vocals. 5 MP3 Songs POP: Today's Top 40, POP: Power Pop Details: A star

is often described a thousand different ways, like poets attempting to harness the definition of love. Yet

adequate words never capture neither, always incomplete. For some things are simply beyond the

expression of words. A talent with a sound, a movement, a style, a spark of magic that is their own, that

something special everybody recognizes in an instant. The curtain is rising for a new star, welcome

"Drew", an impassioned vocal stylist blending Pop and R&B in a way that captures and moves the

listener. Jimmy Andrew "Drew" Richard, has always been in love with music and entertaining. When he

was five years old, he would dance to Michael Jackson in front of the entire family at Christmas time.

When he was 14, he hosted and played the lead role in Madhattan at the New York Hotel  Casino on the

Las Vegas strip. He recently graduated from the Las Vegas Academy of Performing Arts where he

performed in numerous concerts and shows. He has acted and sang on roller skates in the musical

version of Batman and Robin and has stared in many other Off-Broadway musicals, such as, Babes in

Toyland and The Fantastics. Drew has also performed at many local charity fundraisers and was invited

to sing with the Mormon Tabernacle Church Choir. In 2001, Drew Richards' career skyrocketed. He and

his former group NRG won the MTV "Say What Karaoke" Competition. Deciding to go on his own as a

solo artist, Drew received a record deal with Pizazz Entertainment Inc. He worked with producers Delroy

Pearson of Five Star and Gregory Culver of Fade 2 Black, to produce, record, and release his first, five

song EP. This debut CD, entitled "To Be or Not To Be", is receiving a great deal of success. The single

"Shakespeare" is receiving heavy rotation on approximately 50 radio stations across the U.S. Drew has
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also appeared in a number of concerts (opening for various artist which includes but not limited to: Lenny

Kravits, Jessica Simpson, Willa Ford, Christina Milian, and Sarina Paris), television interviews, tours,

magazines, and shows promoting his music leaving his fans longing for more....
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